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technical involvement — it hasn't needed a single hour of development or technical work since
then.

Bonobos was then able to escalate customer service and marketing inquiries based on rules so that
they were handled quickly. The operations and experience team, referred to as "ninjas," had an
easier time with case management because they could click a button and add a rule that says, "Any
tweets with derogatory words get escalated." All ninjas work from the same queue as Twitter,
Facebook and email inquiries, but when they log in, the inquiry dashboard displays the inquiries that
best fit their expertise. They can also forward requests for assistance to other employees for
additional support. The tool is easy enough to use that employees outside customer service and
support ("white belt ninjas") can work three to four hours a month to assist with service and
support. White belt ninjas are rewarded with an invitation to a monthly happy hour after work and
professional credibility among peers.

The Desk.com solution allowed Bonobos to ramp up its marketing outreach beginning in 1Q11 with:

■ Short-term promotions advertised via Twitter

■ Contests

■ Crowdsourcing new names for new products

Bonobos uses the free version of HootSuite for campaign management. It allows:

■ Shared corporate account access

■ Scheduled tweeting and posts to Facebook

■ Simple URL click analytics

Table 1 compares the way Bonobos handled customer service with its three set of tools.
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Bonobos, a clothing retailer, used social media to grow its revenue 65%. It
used a practical system to manage customer service while supporting
marketing campaigns. Bonobos' best practices can help your multichannel
marketing efforts.

Analysis
Digital marketers can't avoid it. Almost everyone will have to have a social media strategy in their
digital marketing tool box. Say you engage customers through Facebook or Twitter, or some other
social site. Are you prepared to handle the issues that customers communicate through those
channels? If you're not, your customers will grow frustrated at your lack of response, and they will
turn social media into a megaphone to tell the world about it. An up-and-coming retailer avoided
these problems by implementing a social customer service solution before it launched a social
media effort. Implement the best practices that this retailer used to succeed with social media.

Challenge

Bonobos, a fast-growing men's clothier from New York City, sells directly to style-conscious
consumers via its website. Bonobos has 50 employees. The company wanted to use Twitter and
Facebook to run contests, promotions, questions of the day, and so forth, but it recognized that it
first needed to improve its capacity for social customer support. It couldn't afford to hire extra staff
to handle the extra inquiry and comment load, Bonobos first chose a peer-recommended best-in-
class solution and implemented it in a few weeks but discovered it couldn't upgrade the solution or
even make minor tweaks, because of the cost. Many of the CRM processes were still manual, and
Bonobos' customer service and support agents had trouble handling case management with the
application. Bonobos needed a different technology, with a customer service dashboard that could
integrate with social channels and allow for shared workloads. Bonobos needed to find a new, more
amenable, collaborative solution to take care of its clients on social channels to begin its social
marketing initiatives

Approach

The minimal time to value convinced Bonobos to buy it. The company identified a new solution in
Desk.com, which one employee was able to configure and customize in one night without any



Customer
Service Task

Pre-CRM Tools With Initial Tool With Desk.com

screen shots and passing
them out to employees.

agents and new rules can
be created immediately.

Source: Gartner (August 2012)

Results

Bonobos went from having 10% of its staff involved in customer service and support to having
almost 50% of its staff certified as white belt ninjas. Visibility into a shared queue and automation
resulted in:

■ Going from 50% of inquiries handled in under an hour to 75% handled in under an hour.

■ Going from 75% of inquiries handled in under an hour to over 90%, based on tweaks done
following Desk.com-administered survey results.

The new solution enabled Bonobos to expand from handling inquiries and customer-service cases
to marketing and operations. The retailer acquired new customers via social media, and current
customers who had never given feedback to the company reached out through their channel of
choice:

■ In two months, Bonobos doubled fans and followers on Twitter and Facebook.

■ Interactions via Twitter increased from 5% to 14% in six months.

■ Interactions via Facebook increased from 5% to 11% in six months.

■ Web traffic from social channels increased 215% from 1Q11 to 2Q11.

■ Revenue increased by 65% after the new solution adoption.

The increase in active fans, followers and engagements via social media directly correlated to an
increase in traffic on the Bonobos website. Thus, sales opportunities increased.

Bonobos now faces these challenges:

■ The order management system is not merged with the customer service and support record.
With limited technical resources, Bonobos chose a manual work-around: an administrative rule
in Desk.com enables employees to pull a link from a customer's sales cart into the Desk.com
window. Bonobos wants to upgrade its shopping cart before integration so as not to duplicate
work.

■ Bonobos decided to archive but not integrate the data from its initial CRM tool so that it could
be accessible. The retailer started fresh with Desk.com mainly due to limited technical
resources.

■ As business picks up, Bonobos will need additional resources all around. White belt ninjas have
limited capacity because they are still meeting the requirements of their primary roles.
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Table 1. Bonobos Customer Service and Support Evolution in Five Tasks

Customer
Service Task

Pre-CRM Tools With Initial Tool With Desk.com

Assign Cases Manager prints
screenshots of service
inbox and highlights
subjects on copies of
screenshots to assign
tasks to employees.

Shared inbox allowed for
cases to be marked as
complete, but did not
indicate whether someone
had responded, so multiple
responses were being sent.

Shared queue, allowing
employees to see open
cases. Once a case is
opened by an employee,
other employees can see
it and move on.

Set up a Follow-
Up for a Case

Employee creates an
event in his or her
individual employee
calendar and enables
email alert.

Case reopens at a date set
by employee and re-enters
queue. Includes note about
what to do with the case for
next employee seeing it in
queue.

Case reopens at a date
set by employee and re-
enters queue. Includes
note about what to do
with the case for next
employee seeing it in
queue.

Handle Twitter-
and Facebook-
Based Inquiries

Log in to @bonobos and
@bonobosninjas Twitter
accounts or Bonobos on
Facebook to look for
mentions. Employees use
best judgment in figuring
out which are new and
require responses, or
manually pair incoming
mentions with outgoing
posts.

Same as previous; Log in to
@bonobos and
@bonobosninjas Twitter
accounts or Bonobos on
Facebook to look for
mentions. Employees use
best judgment in figuring
out which are new and
require responses, or
manually pair incoming
mentions with outgoing
posts.

Twitter and Facebook
mentions flow into queue,
as with email. Everything
handled in same workflow.

Address
Customer Issues
With
Merchandise,
Site or
Operations
Teams

Employees send email to
members of these teams
directly or forward
relevant emails. No
automated way to track
stats on frequently
mentioned pain points.

Same as previous;
Employees send email to
members of these teams
directly or forward relevant
emails. No automated way
to track stats on frequently
mentioned pain points.

Each case has a check
box asking if the case is a
pain point. Employees can
check the box, select
which team it applies to
and finish the case.
Department teams still
receive email alerts about
pain points, and can
choose to view cases
individually or log in to
Desk.com to see pain
point stats per department
by week.

Update the
Administrative
System

There was no
administrative system,
other than printing the

System needed provider's
assistance to update,
requiring consultation and
development time.

Initial administrative setup
was done by one
Bonobos employee. New
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Critical Success Factors

■ Bonobos has an adaptive culture that is willing to try new things.

■ Bonobos recognized that, in social CRM, providing customer service is a necessary foundation
before marketing initiatives can succeed.

■ The new solution's ease of use allowed for the expansion of customer service assignments to
Bonobos employees outside the customer service and support team.

What to Do Next

■ Know your company's pain points before searching for technology providers. Just because an
offering has won a series of accolades doesn't mean it is right for you.

■ Plan social CRM strategies for customer service and marketing in tandem, and create a shared
workspace.

■ Since the social CRM market is immature, go with a niche solution that directly addresses a
business need rather than try to integrate a complete CRM suite. Balance experimentation and
rapid adoption with integration requirements for delivering broader support for multichannel
customer service.

■ Be prepared to change as social media changes. Ask your provider what future costs are
associated with tweaking a solution so that you don't go bankrupt staying modern.

Recommended Reading
Some documents may not be available as part of your current Gartner subscription.

"Social CRM: How a $5,000 Investment in Social CRM Yielded $440,000 in Sales"

"Hype Cycle for CRM Customer Service and Support, 2012"

"Case Study: Social Initiative Dramatically Improves a Company's Customer Support and
Profitability"
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